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‘Sunlight’ grabs our attention
with Alexander Lindo’s
powerful vocals
JANUARY 13, 2021

BOULENT MUSTAFA
Boulent Mustafa is owner of OBs Music UK, supporting talented 'under the
radar' artists that everyone should know about. Boulent lives in London, UK
and is an avid and passionate supporter of Unsigned and Independent
Musicians.

Alexander Lindo is a talented individual who can lend his hand to all aspects of music, ranging
from vocal performances to songwriting to playing the guitar to music production.

He is certainly knowledgable about the ins and outs of making music.

‘Sunlight’ grabs our attention with Alexander Lindo’s powerful vocals and the electrifying beats,
plus the lyrics effortlessly inspire and motivate us with every verse.
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Alexander Lindo - Sunlight (O>cial Video)
Watch later Share
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London 4-piece Wharf hone their signature
indie sound in ‘Compatible’

Wharf are known for their anthemic riffage, ear-
worm melodies and rip-roaring chorus lines that

hark…

Flyckt releases brand new visuals for ‘Love
Is Overrated’

Swedish modern-pop prodigy flyckt has shared
the brand new video for his thought-provoking

single ‘Love…

Aiida unleashes brand new track ‘Don’t
Wanna Talk About It’

Aiida has released a brand new track entitled,
‘Don’t Wanna Talk About It’. The super…
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Country-Rock Stone Senate Prepares for
Next Chapter with New Release

Being often compared to the legendary names
of Lynyrd Skynyrd crossed with The Allman

Brothers…

‘Good Vibes’ sees Muru unleash verses
with an air of positivity to them

Muru was born in Zimbabwe but relocated to
Southampton at the age of 6. He…

Spreading creativity with Syrian/Australian
rapper OraciónSaint

What inspires your music? Pain, Love, Hate.  I
love death more than I love life…

Aussie-bred BRANDEUS Shares New
Taste of Music with ‘Vino’

Aussie-bred singer-songwriter BRANDEUS has
shared a taste of his new music with his new

single…

Nigerian American Artist And Producer
Jesse Flames Releases ‘All I Want’

With his two singles this year ‘About You’ and
‘Me & You’ garnering over three…
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‘Sunlight’ grabs our attention with Alexander Lindo’s powerful vocals
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